
Made in Melbourne. Inspired by Scandinavia.

Meet your new favourite 
personal care brand

worksproducts.com.au



Inspired by clean Scandinavian 
living, WØRKS creates pure and 
organic sensory products with a 

balanced, minimal approach.



WØRKS founders Suze Raymond and Christoffer Kjærgaard

We’re here for
modern consumers 
who expect better

“While travelling around Scandinavia in 2017, 
we became inspired by the pillars of Nordic living: 
slowing down, living sustainably, prioritising self-
care, and creating balance in all aspects of life.

With clean living in mind, we returned to Australia 
and founded WØRKS with the mission to bring to
life skin health formulations that connect, uplift and
balance physical, mental and emotional wellbeing.

With sustainability and product integrity at the fore, 
we source the best organic raw materials and blend 
them with plant extracts and botanicals that have a 
proven record of efficacy, performance and safety. 
We hope you enjoy the WØRKS experience.”



• 100% vegan, natural and cruelty free
• 82-98% certified organic ingredients
• Scientifically formulated for high performance   

and visible results
• Free from sulphates (SLS, SLES), parabens,    

palm oil, dyes, synthetic fragrance, detergents, 
mineral oils and petrochemicals

• Dermatologically tested and pH balanced
• Suitable for sensitive skin

All of the good

All of the time

At WØRKS, we simplify the process of choosing
better. From sourcing certified organic ingredients 
and adhering to a strict sustainability protocol, to 
housing our formulations in plastic-free packaging 
and creating products that deliver unparalleled
sensory experiences, we’re committed to better.

Better skin health, better mood and mindset, and 
better environmental impact. So you can focus on 
what matters most: your own wellbeing.



Award-winning 
sustainability
Australia’s Most Sustainable Personal 
Care Brand - APAC Insider

Our commitment to end-to-end sustainability includes:
 
• Excluding plastic from our packaging and housing 

our formulations in sustainable glass and aluminium
• Sourcing certified organic raw materials that are 

grown and harvested sustainably to protect the land
• Contributing to environmental restoration, tree  

planting and carbon offset projects
• Manufacturing every product locally and keeping 

supply chains short
• Committing to biodegradable formulations to protect 

waterways and natural ecosystems 
• Shipping all products in 100% recyclable cardboard 

with no bubble wrap, plastic or packing beads



Signature scents 
from nature’s best

Our signature scents are blended by a Master 
Perfumer from pure essential oils, steam distilled 
botanicals and cold pressed plant extracts - and 
without harmful synthetic fixatives.

Every WØRKS scent is certified by the International 
Fragrance Association (IFRA), which is the highest 
global health and safety standard.

So you can breathe easy.



Organic Hand Care
Biocompatible formulations to cleanse, 
hydrate, assist anti-ageing, and improve 
skin tone and texture. 
Dermatologically tested, vegan and made in Australia.



A bright and uplifting blend of plant lipids and
botanicals to nourish and hydrate the hands.
Lively bergamot plays gently with notes of sweet 
neroli, tempered by woody cedar to invigorate 
mood and mindset.

Hand Soap 500ml
SKU: WOBERG01

Bergamot, Neroli, Cedar

Hand Cream 500ml
SKU: WOBERG02

Hand Cream 80ml
SKU: WOBERG03

Hand Duo 500ml 
SKU: WOBERG05

Hand Duo 250ml 
SKU: WOBERG04



A fresh and verdant blend of rich plant oils and
extracts to revive and rejuvenate the hands. 
Enliven the senses with notes of green cumquat 
and soft jasmine blossom, balanced by gentle   
undertones of dewy forest moss.

Cumquat, Jasmine, Moss

Hand Soap 500ml
SKU: WOCUMQ01

Hand Cream 500ml
SKU: WOCUMQ02

Hand Cream 80ml
SKU: WOCUMQ03

Hand Duo 500ml
SKU: WOCUMQ05

Hand Duo 250ml
SKU: WOCUMQ04



A complex and herbaceous blend of natural 
extracts and organic lipids to gently cleanse 
and renew the hands. Grassy vetiver and earthy 
nettle notes are balanced by crisp petitgrain to 
ground emotion and centre the senses.

Hand Soap 500ml
SKU: WOVETI01

Vetiver, Nettle, Petitgrain

Hand Cream 500ml
SKU: WOVETI02

Hand Cream 80ml
SKU: WOVETI03

Hand Duo 500ml
SKU: WOVETI05

Hand Duo 250ml
SKU: WOVETI04



Organic Body Care
Biocompatible formulations to cleanse 
and detoxify, plump and firm the skin, 
promote elasticity and restore vitality. 
Dermatologically tested, vegan and made in Australia.



A warm and meditative blend of plant extracts 
and natural emollients to calm and hydrate the 
skin. Notes of aromatic amber and delicate
lavandin are supported by a base of rich,
spicy clove to soothe mental tension. 

Amber, Lavandin, Clove

Body Duo 500ml 
SKU: WOAMBE05

Body Duo 250ml 
SKU: WOAMBE04

Body Soap 500ml
SKU: WOAMBE01

Body Balm 500ml
SKU: WOAMBE02

Body Balm 120ml 
SKU: WOAMBE03



A clean and vibrant blend of rich plant oils 
and sea minerals to restore vitality to the 
skin. Stimulate emotional clarity with notes
of fragrant saltbush and soft green sage
balanced by undertones of gentle musk.

Saltbush, Sage, Musk

Body Duo 500ml
SKU: WOSALT05

Body Duo 250ml
SKU: WOSALT04

Body Soap 500ml
SKU: WOSALT01

Body Balm 500ml
SKU: WOSALT02

Body Balm 120ml
SKU: WOSALT03



A rich and intoxicating blend of plant lipids and 
botanicals to cleanse and condition the skin.
Delicate peony blossom blends with sweet mint
supported by undertones of light citrus verbena
to enhance emotional wellbeing.

Peony, Mint, Verbena

Body Duo 500ml
SKU: WOPEON05

Body Duo 250ml
SKU: WOPEON04

Body Soap 500ml
SKU: WOPEON01

Body Balm 500ml
SKU: WOPEON02

Body Balm 120ml
SKU: WOPEON03



Aromatic Candles
Naturally perfumed soy wax candles
to uplift mood and mindset, centre the 
senses and promote emotional wellbeing. 

Free from paraffin, beeswax, lead and synthetic fragrance.
Hand poured in Melbourne.



A considered meeting of premium soy wax, 
braided cotton wick and pure, natural
fragrances.

Hand poured into translucent olive green 
glass vessels fitted with low profile timber 
lids. Burn duration 50 hours. 

Signature scents 
for the home

Bergamot 250g
SKU: WOKOB010

Cumquat 250g
SKU: WOKOB011

Amber 250g
SKU: WOKOB013

Saltbush 250g
SKU: WOKOB014



Simple Beautiful Things, NSW

Matilda Life, VIC

Few & Far, NSW

Crown Gifts, VIC

The Source, SA

Partnering with
premier retailers
Find us Australia-wide in stores that share our approach
to premium quality, sustainable living and beautiful design.



Design-led products
for design-led spaces

Arkhe Restaurant, SA

Anvers Winery and Restaurant, SA

Fugazzi Wine Bar and Restaurant, SA

We’re on hand to provide patron comfort 
at award-winning dining establishments 
around Australia. 

Pantry, VIC

Lamaro’s Hotel, VIC



R

For sales enquiries please contact 
Adam Brown

adam@theagentgroup.com
0412 109 684

The Agent Group 119 Green Street, 
Richmond VIC 3121


